ADVENT CALENDARS

STANDARD
INDIVIDUAL
PACKAGING CONSULTANCY
PLANNING
MANUFACTURING
LOGISTICS

PERFECTLY PACKED
MANUFACTURING & SERVICE
FROM ISERLOHN

STANDARD
OTC PACKAGING

OTC as a
premium segment
in the field of packaging
has the highest requirements
for creativity and emotional content of
packaging solutions.
An attractive packaging solution
must fulfill multiple criteria: form, design,
surface feel and finishing.
A good partner cooperation
is here crucial.

STANDARD
BOOK SLIPCASES

Casings of individually tailored-to-fit
book slipcases are a powerful advertising
surface, as well as an ideal covering for
safe collecting, storing and archiving
of various contents, such as: books,
paperbacks, software, catalogs, media
and sample collections.

STANDARD
FOLDED BOXES

The folded box is the basis
of all packaging.
All further development in packaging
is based on its construction.
A folded box:
takes care of the emotional aspect
of your product in sales,
informs your customers about the
properties of your product,
can protect your product from theft,
conveys the messages of your brand.

STANDARD
LAMINATED PACKAGING

You need high stability or
special functionality?
A laminated version can be
the optimal solution.
To ‘perfectly pack’ also means
to serve smaller print runs.

STANDARD
BLISTER PACKAGING

Use our experience in the
production of blister packaging
for your product.
For over 40 years we are creating
diverse solutions in the field.
To ‘perfectly pack‘ means to keep
all 7 parameters in mind: cardboard
material, print color, blister varnish,
plastic film of the blister, seal print,
seal time, seal heat.

STANDARD
COUNTER DISPLAYS

An optimized placement at the
point of sale raises your
sale chances!
A counter display offers you
a surface for further messages.
By positioning the display
on an exposed place in a shop
you will arouse interest of the
customers for your product.

A FAMILY THAT STANDS FOR PACKAGING
We are a family-owned business, with the fifth generation of the family
currently actively working in the company. Our team works and operates
as a family. Long-term relationships with our clients and business partners
are the very reason for our productivity and results - thus we would gladly
welcome you as a part of our bigger family.
Our company operates a two shift system and we are capable of processing
up to 2.500 tons of cardboard annually. All of the manufacturing processes
are taking place in our own production facility on site in Iserlohn (Germany),
presenting you with a scope of possibilities for the realization of your desired
packaging needs.
Every step of the way is planned in detail - we will enthusiastically provide
you with creative ideas and realize your individual packaging with much
engagement and understanding of necessary quality criteria.
Sustainability holds a special place in our business as well: environmental
mindfulness during the manufacturing processes, social responsibility for
our staff and community, as well as economic sensitivity towards our clients
and suppliers.
Sincerely yours, family Beutler

beutler.de
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